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Glossary
BMP Bitmap image format. An uncompressed image format where the image
pixel values are mapped one to one in the image file.
BPP Bits Per Pixel. The number of bits per pixel in a digital image.
CDMA Code Division Multiple Access. A method of spread spectrum commu
nication where signals are separated using orthogonal random sequences. This
allows multiple signals to share the spread frequency band.
CRC Cyclical Redundancy Check. A technique used to detect errors in trans
ferred data.
FEC Forward Error Correction. A technique used to correct errors in trans
ferred data.
FFT Fast Fourier Transform. A mathematical transformation used to create
the frequency representation of a signal. The inverse FFT (IFFT) is used to
transform the signal back to the spatial domain.
GOLAY A specific type of FEC. A Golay Code can correct up to 3 bit er
rors in a 23 bit sequence.
Gold Code A pseudo random sequence consisting of two M-Sequences. Has
increased randomness properties over M-sequences.
JPEG Joint Photographer Experts Group. Generically, it refers to the com
pression technique developed by the group.
LFSR Linear Shift Feedback Register. A n-bit sequence that randomly cy
cles through all possible bit combinations.
M-Sequence A pseudo random sequence used to spread the signal spectrum.
Can be generated using an LFSR.
PSNR Peak Signal to Noise Ratio. Used to compare marked and unmarked
images. Quantifies the amount of noise introduced by inserting a watermark.
RGB Red-Green-Blue. An image color space where the image data is rep
resented by the Red, Green, and Blue bit planes of the image.
YCbCr An image color space where the image data is represented by the
Luminance and Red and Blue color difference components. Most of the image
information is in the Y component.
Abstract
The ability to resolve ownership disputes and copyright infringement is dif
ficult in the worldwide digital age. There is an increasing need to develop
techniques that protect the owner of digital data. Digital Watermarking is a
technique used to embed a known piece of digital data within another piece of
digital data. The embedded piece of data acts as a fingerprint for the owner,
allowing the protection of copyright, authentication of the data, and tracing of
illegal copies.
The goal of this thesis is to produce two watermarking tools and compare
their effectiveness with that of other watermarking tools. One of the tools uses a
spatial watermarking technique, while the other uses a frequency based spread
spectrum technique. These represent the two current approaches to digital
watermarking.
Use of a standard benchmark is necessary to advance the science of digital
watermarking. Until recently, there have been no standard metrics for deter
mining the effectiveness of a particular watermarking scheme. Several recent
papers propose standard procedures and metrics for comparing watermarking
techniques. The proposed metrics and test bed imagery are used as the basis
for comparison with other watermark techniques.
Overall, the most successful techniques model themselves after data com
munications techniques. In this case, the image is similar to the atmosphere
(medium) and the watermark message is the signal communicated through the
medium. The spread spectrum technique yields results that in some cases are
comparable to commercial watermarking tools. The spatial domain tool as im
plemented is inadequate for comparison with the commercial tools.
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1 Introduction
1.1 Digital Watermarking
Digital data can easily be exactly copied. This is very useful but it also poses
problems for pieces of data with value, for example, digital images or digitally
recorded music. Replicas for a given piece of digital data cannot be distinguished
and their pedigree cannot be confirmed. It is impossible to determine which
piece is the original and which is the copy. Techniques that use a hidden or
secret algorithm to prohibit copying of data are generally easy to defeat once a
clever individual uncovers the secret algorithm. The legality of defeating such
techniques is debatable but the weakness of the technical approach is not.
Digital watermarking provides a means of embedding a message in a piece
of digital data without destroying its value. Digital watermarking embeds a
known message in a piece of digital data as a means of identifying the rightful
owner of the data. These techniques can be used on many types of digital data
including still imagery, movies, and music. This paper focuses on still digital
image watermarking.
Digital watermarking offers several advantages over secret algorithm tech
niques. Similar to good cryptography techniques, the details of a good digital
watermarking algorithm can be public knowledge. These techniques are also
immune to manipulations of the data, including those that seek to remove the
watermark without destroying its value.
Digital watermarking provides the owner of a piece of digital data the means
to mark the data invisibly. The mark could be used to serialize a piece of data
as it is sold or used as a method to mark a valuable image. For example, this
marking allows an owner to safely post an image for viewing but legally provides
an embedded copyright to prohibit others from posting the same image.
Watermarks and attacks on watermarks are two sides of the same coin. The
goal of both is to preserve the value of the digital data. However, the goal of
a watermark is to be robust enough to resist attack but not at the expense of
altering the value of the data being protected. On the other hand, the goal
of the attack is to remove the watermark without destroying the value of the
protected data.
Images have an advantage over other pieces of digital data such as a word-
processed document. The contents of the image can be marked without visible
loss of value or dependence on specific file formats. For example a bitmap (BMP)
image can be compressed to a JPEG image. The result is an image that requires
less storage space but cannot be distinguished from the original. Generally,
a JPEG level of 7 (70%) or higher can be applied without humanly visible
degradation. This property of digital images allows insertion of additional data
in the image without altering the value of the image. The watermark message
becomes a "stow away"on the image. The message is hidden in unused visual
space on the image and stays below the human visible threshold for the image.
Digital imagery is relatively new. Practically speaking, it has become main
stream only in the last 10-15 years. The author can fondly recall working on
FORTRAN programs as an undergraduate that manipulated 32x32 pixel im
ages. The 32x32 overstrike printouts were truly stunning! By contrast, the
concepts of data hiding and watermarking have their roots in the ancient craft
of steganography.
1.2 Steganography
A watermark embeds within a work a uniquely identifiable piece of information.
The art and science of steganography is concerned with hiding a useful piece
of data within a cover message. Steganography seeks to hide the data in plain
sight. Steganography raises the noise level, consisting of the cover message, to
exceed that of the real message data.
In the context of digital watermarking, steganography concerns itself with
ways of embedding a copyright or serial number in the useful cover message.
There are several interesting examples of steganography throughout history:
An ancient slave owner shaved and tattooed a message on a slave's head.
When the slave's hair grew back, the owner could safely send the slave as
a messenger. No one would be aware that the slave was carrying a secret
message.
Music can be used as a form of steganography by assigning the notes letters
of the alphabet. In the diagram below from [7] K and Q are omitted but
their sounds can be synthesized using other letters and message context.
Reappearing ink is another form of steganography. The receiver of the
message reveals the secret message by spraying an oxidizer, such as lemon
juice, on the cover message.
A string with knots tied at specific locations is another form of steganog
raphy. The location of a knot dictates the letter of the alphabet to which
it decodes.
A grid system is yet another form of steganography where a paper or
wooden template is placed over the cover text to reveal the hidden mes
sage. The areas cut out of the grid contain the secret message.
The line between steganography and outright encryption is admittedly vague
and open to interpretation. However, encryption deals with enciphering and de
ciphering language streams. Interceptors may know that they have an encrypted
message but (hopefully) are unable to decipher it. The goal of steganography,
on the other hand, is for the interceptor to not even be aware of the protected
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Figure 1 : The main branches of secret writing.
message. Figure 1 from Simon Singh's "The Code Book" [16] illustrates the
relationship between steganography and cryptography. Digital Watermarking
is a type of secret writing that lies on the steganography branch.
Modern uses of steganography are very close to digital watermarking. Many
of the techniques used for digital watermarking can also be used for steganog
raphy. For instance, steganography of a still digital image is achieved by hiding
the real image in the low order bits of the cover image. For example, the follow
ing figures from [19] show a cover image containing the hidden image (Figure
2), and the recovered hidden image (Figure 3). This technique can also be used
to hide a watermark in an unprotected image.
Figure 2: Cover Image
Figure 3: Hidden Image
1.3 Document Overview
Two watermarking tools were created, one operates in the spatial domain and
the other operates in the frequency domain. First, the theory behind the two
techniques is discussed. Next, the approach to constructing these tools is dis
cussed. Then, the method of benchmarking the tools is presented. Finally, the
two techniques are compared and contrasted to other tools using a standard
benchmark in use by the digital watermarking community.
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2 Theory of Implemented Techniques
Nominally, the steps required to embed a watermark consist of
Generating the mark
Embedding the mark
Creating a key file, and
Producing the watermarked image.
The encode process is outlined in Figure 4. Conversely, the steps required
to read a watermarked image consist of using the marked image and keyfile to
extract the mark. The decode process is outlined in Figure 5. In the encode and
decode figures, / represents the image, W represents the watermark message,
Iw represents the marked image and Key represents the keyfile. This convention
is followed in all of the encode and decode diagrams.
Figure 4: Generic Encode
Figure 5: Generic Decode
The techniques implemented in this paper are based on two fundamental
approaches to watermarking; spatial encoding and frequency encoding. Spatial
techniques embed the data in the spatial domain of the image, while frequency
techniques embed the data in the frequency domain.
The spatial tool uses the least significant bits of the blue bit plane as a loca
tion to store the message. When working in the spatial domain, the image data
consists of pixel values associated with the positive quadrant of a 2-Dimensional
11







Figure 6: 24 BPP Format
coordinate system. This representation of image data allows viewing the digital
image like a photograph.
The frequency tool embeds the message using a spread spectrum encoding
technique outlined by O'Ruanaidh and others. [10, 8] When working in the
frequency domain, the image data consists of the real and imaginary frequency
components that comprise the image. The use ofmathematical transforms, such
as the Fourier transform, transfers the spatial domain data into the frequency
domain.
Imagery used in this thesis starts out as 24 bit per pixel (bpp) BMP images.
From a practical standpoint, this allowed the thesis to concentrate on software
development of the watermark techniques. The BMP 24-bit format splits the
RGB color planes evenly among the 24 bits. Eight bits are allocated to each
color plane. (Figure 6)
In the spatial technique, pixels in the Blue plane are chosen at random.
Random points are chosen to decrease the chances of an attack being able to
easily wipe out the watermark. The least significant bits of the pixel in the
blue plane are then altered to carry a portion of the watermark. Recovering the
message requires extracting the random pixels and splicing the message back
together.
In the case of the frequency technique, the 24-bit image is converted to
the frequency domain via a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). The message is
embedded in the frequency data and the image is transformed back to the spatial
domain. Recovering the message requires repeating the FFT and extracting the
message points from the magnitude image.
Both techniques use 16-bit Cyclical Redundancy Checking (CRC) to deter
mine if a mark was successfully recovered. In addition, messages are Forward
Error Correction (FEC) encoded to increase the decode rate.
2.1 Golay Code
For both watermarking techniques, the message is first encoded using a Golay
FEC encoding technique. This code can correct up to 3 bit errors in a 23-bit
sequence. The Hamming distance of this code is 6 since the minimum number
of different bits between any two of the symbols is 6. Any two codes differ in
only 6 places.
Note that the FEC codes cannot determine if they have decoded the correct
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message. It is necessary to incorporate an error detection mechanism such as a
CRC to determine that the correct message has been FEC decoded. Note that
the use of FEC approximately doubles the amount of message data.
2.2 CRC
A CRC is generally used during the transfer of data from a store to memory or
vice versa. For example, disk drive algorithms use CRC to determine if a block
of data read from disk is the same as the block written to disk. It is also used
during communications to determine if the sent and received data blocks are
equal.
The use of CRC by the watermark tools is similar to its use in commu
nications. By comparing the CRCs of the encoded and decoded data we can
determine if the message was correctly extracted from the image. In a commu
nications sense, the image is the transmission medium and we are passing the
watermark message through the image.
Both techniques store two CRC values for each watermarked message. CRC
allows the detection of bit errors for a block of data. A CRC is computed before
and after the FEC encoding. This allows for measuring the effectiveness of
the FEC technique. If the CRC of the FEC message fails but the CRC of the
original message passes then FEC was necessary to decode the message. Note
that the CRC values are stored in the key file and cause no additional payload
overhead.
2.3 Spatial Encoding
The spatial technique inserts the watermark in the underused least significant
bits of the image. This allows a watermark to be inserted in an image without
affecting the value of the image. Typically, a color image consists of 3 color
planes, Red, Green and Blue [RGB]. The blue plane was chosen as the location
of the watermark since the human eye is less sensitive to changes in the blue
portion of the spectrum. Changes in this plane are less likely to be perceived
by the viewer.
Figure 7 illustrates the encoding sequence. The watermark data is FEC
encoded. Then the resulting FEC data is split into blocks of 4 or fewer bits and
spliced into the least significant bits of random pixels. Note that a pixel can
be chosen only once. This is necessary to avoid overwriting previously written
watermark data. The results of the spatial encoding is a watermarked image
and a keyfile identifying the random pixel locations.
The spatial decode process (Figure 8) illustrates the decoding sequence. This
method uses the keyfile to find the locations of the message bits and splices them
together to recreate the FEC encoded message. This data is then FEC decoded
to extract the watermark data.
The spatial technique takes a very naive and straightforward approach to
embedding the watermark. Bits of the image that are not normally noticed by
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Figure 8: Spatial Decode
makes the mark easy to defeat. Since the altered area is below the HVS thresh
old, these bits can essentially be zeroed with little visual effect on the image.
Defeating the spatial technique is as simple as zeroing the least significant bits
of the blue plane. Moreover, any attack that modifies these bits can easily and
unintentionally ruin the mark. In practice, the implemented spatial technique
cannot handle any significant attack. Even FEC cannot provide measurable
improvement to the spatial technique. This is due in part because it relies too
much on the format of the data as opposed to the properties of the data.
2.4 Spread Spectrum
A spread spectrum technique encodes the watermark data prior to insertion into
the image frequency domain data. Spread spectrum encoding allows multiple
narrow band communications signals to be spread across a broad band with
out interference. In communications terms, spread spectrum allows many users
simultaneously to use a portion of the wireless spectrum. Specifically, spread
spectrum uses unique code spaces for each transmitter. Multiple simultane
ous transmissions are separated using coding theory. As such, spread spectrum
encoding is also referred to as CDMA (Code Division Multiple Access). The
CDMA encoding technique allows the receiver of a signal to extract their mes
sage while rejecting all of the other messages as noise.
The selection of the code (also known as a chip sequence) used to spread the
message is fundamental to the success of CDMA. The chip sequence must be
orthogonal to other chips. Any two chip sequences must have as many pairs of
points the same as they have different. Restated, any two chip sequences must
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Figure 9: Spread Spectrum Encode
and can easily be generated using linear shift feedback registers (LFSR). [8, 10]
Two 32-bit m-sequences are used to create a Gold Code sequence. The Gold
Code sequence is used to create the chipping matrix used during the spreading
process.
To use spread spectrum properties to encode a message in an image we
must first create the spread message. Figure 9 illustrates the spread spectrum
encoding technique. The source message (FEC encoded text) is first bi-polar
encoded. In bi-polar encoding, the M bits of the message are remapped with
0 => 1 and 1 => 1. This selection is arbitrary, mapping 0 => 1 and 1 => 1
will also work. It is the bi-polarization of the data in this stage that allows the
decoder to correctly assign 1 and 0 during the decode process.
Next, a bi-polar chip sequence matrix is generated. This M by N matrix
contains an orthogonal chip sequence. M represents the length of the message
in bits and N represents the desired length of the spread message. N is the
the scaling (spreading) factor. Note that M <^C N, since we are spreading the
message.
The spread message is generated by a matrix multiplication of the length
M bi-polar message vector b and the chip sequence matrix G. The matrix
multiplication yields a length N vector, w, that contains the spread message.
The spread message is then multiplied by a scalar strength factor S. This
increases the magnitude of the spread message and increases the chances of
decoding the message when it is embedded in an image. In communications
terms, the gain of the message is increased by a factor of S. The strength factor
also has an impact on image quality. This topic is addressed later in the paper.
The spreading process is summarized by the following equation modified
from O'Ruanaidh [8]:
w = Gb * S
To unspread the message, the spread vector is multiplied by the transposition
of the chip matrix used to create the spread message. The resulting vector of
length M is threshold decoded according to the bi-polar encoding of the source
message. That is, values less than 0 are set to 1 and values greater than 0 are
set to 0. The resulting vector contains the bit sequence of the original message.
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Figure 11: Frequency Encode
2.5 Frequency Encoding
The spread spectrum message is now ready to be encoded in the frequency data
of the image. Prior to transforming the image to the frequency domain, the
image data is transformed from RGB space to Weber-Fechner YCbCr space.
Generically, YCbCr space consists of a luminance component Y and two color
difference components Cb and Cr. The Y component contains the luminance
and black & white image information, while Cb represents the difference between
R and Y and Cr represents the difference between Y and B.
In YCbCr space most of the image information in the Y component. This
representation is used during JPEG compression. The JPEG algorithm grossly
removes large portions of the Cb and Cr components without damaging the
image. The JPEG algorithm uses compression to reduce the Y component
since it has more effect on the quality of the compressed image.
Aswith JPEG encoding, spread spectrum frequency encoding uses theYCbCr
representation to its advantage. Since the Y component contains most of the
image information, it can be used to hide the spread spectrum message. The
frequency encoding technique takes the additional step of converting to Weber-
Fechner YCbCr space. This is the same as standard YCbCr space except the
Y component is replaced by the logarithm of the Y component. This has the
effect of flattening out the Y component and allows lower scaling values to be
used in a linear manner. [4]
Figure 11 illustrates the frequency encoding technique. Performing a 2 di
mensional Fast Fourier Transform (2DFFT) of the YCbCr image data creates
the image frequency representation. The FFT yields a Real (SR) and Imagi









Figure 12: Modified Magnitude Locations
9 = arctan (5/5R)
components of the image. The frequency tool follows the encoding technique
outlined in [8]. In this technique, the spread message is added to random lo
cations in a annulus (donut) shaped region of the magnitude component. This
area is chosen because it represents the middle frequencies of the image. It is
a balance between the high frequencies which can be removed by minor JPEG
compression and lower frequencies whose modification is easily seen by the hu
man eye. Figure 12 shows the magnitude locations that are modified by the
frequency encoding technique. White marks denote positions where the spread
spectrum watermark data has been inserted. Note that since a real FFT is
performed on the image data only half of the annulus is shown.
When using this technique, it is essential to maintain the phase angle of
the image in order to avoid gross artifacts in the marked image. Maintaining
the phase is illustrated in Figure 13. In order to increase the magnitude M by
some value m , I and R must change by the projected amount while keeping
the phase intact. Mathematically, to increase the magnitude M by an amount
m, I must change by m * sin 6 and R must change by m * cos 0.
Once all of the points have been added to the magnitude image, the Inverse
FFT is computed. Finally, the image is transferred from Weber-Fechner YCbCr
space back to RGB space. The resulting image now has the watermark encoded
17
R'
= R + (m * cos (6)
r == I + (m * sin (0) )
M' =M+m
Figure 13: Adding Magnitude





Figure 14: Frequency Decode
in it.
The message is recovered by computing the FFT of the marked image. Next,
the magnitude points of the spread message are loaded into a vector. This vector
is used to decode the original message using the spread spectrum decoding
technique. The frequency decode method is illustrated in figure 14.
This brings up two interesting properties of the frequency method:
1. The points chosen to encode the message are random but are not unique,
and
2. The entire magnitude at a location is loaded into the decode vector.
The first point illustrates that some points are overwritten without harm
to the message. This is in contrast to the spatial technique where points must
be random and unique. The spread technique is robust enough to handle some
overwriting of the spread message. The fact that the message is spread over
many points allows a reasonable random distribution to be adequate for encod
ing the message.
The second point illustrates the spread spectrum properties of this water
mark technique. The chip sequence allows extraction of the intended message
data while ignoring the noise (the image). This is the core of the frequency
spread spectrum method. Hide a message in an image such that it looks like
noise to the viewer of the image but, by contrast, extract the message from the
image by making the image appear as mathematical noise to the decoder.
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3 Techniques and Attacks
3.1 Tool Construction
The spatial and frequency based tools created for inserting a watermark into
an image reside in a single Windows 95 executable program named WaterMark.
This operating system was chosen for three main reasons:
The author's familiarity with the Microsoft C++ development environ
ment and specifically the Microsoft Foundation Classes (MFC) paradigm.
The availability of C++ and specifically Microsoft compatible libraries
and source code on the Internet.
The availability of other watermarking tools for the Windows 95 platform.
The WaterMark program is derived from several significant existing pieces
and libraries. The following sources provide key functionality to the WaterMark
program.
1. CIMAGE VI.4, by Julian Smart is available from www.anthemion.co.uk.
This is an MFC Image Library and Demo Program that provides the
Image file I/O and application base for WaterMark. Using this program
reduced the amount of time spent on image formatting and basic image
I/O.
2. FFTW is the Fastest FFT in theWest and is available from www.fftw.org.
This is a very efficient FFT library that provides the Fast Fourier Trans
form functions for the Spread Spectrum encoding technique.
3. The Gold Code and M-Sequence Generator, Golay Forward Error Correc
tion Code, 16-bit CRC and Matrix class source code were obtained from
several Internet sources as individual source code files and ported into the
tool. In most cases these files required modification and debugging.
The WaterMark tool centers around two main classes. Both of these classes
are used to embed a message into an image. One of the classes (CSpatialMark)
uses a spatial technique while the other (CSSMark) uses a frequency based
(spread spectrum) technique. These two classes employ several other utility
classes to perform the encode and decode tasks. Unless noted otherwise these
utility classes were created for WaterMark.
CBitSplice This class builds and decimates a character string into a
specified number of bits. In both techniques the message is encoded and
decoded as individual bits.
CCRC16 A CRC class which provides cyclical redundancy checking of
a byte buffer. This is used to verify the message has been successfully
decoded.
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CMatrix This class provides matrix code to the program including
matrix modeling and matrix multiply. This class is based on a generic
matrix class from the web.
CRandomMatrix This class is derived from the CMatrix class. This
is used in the SS technique to create a matrix of random l's and -l's.
CRandom, CRandom2D - These classes provide random and option
ally guaranteed unique random numbers. CRandom2D provides a pair
of numbers inside a defined 2 dimensional space. The spatial technique
requires guaranteed unique pairs to encode the message data.
Golay functions These functions provide Forward Error Correction
(FEC) to the program, this includes an encode function and a decode
function. These functions are used to build the encoded message from the
user message. The user message is Golay encoded prior to insertion into
the image. The core of this code was ported from a C program, golay23.c,
on the web at imailab-www.iis.u-tokyo.ac.jp/ robert/codes.html.
CMsequence, CGoldCode This class provides the pseudo random
code generator for encoding the spread spectrum message. These classes
provide the random code used to correlate the embedded message data
with the image data. The heart of these classes is a 32-bit Linear Shift
Feedback Register from Bruce Schneier's Applied Cryptography book. [17]
CFFT2D - This class performs a 2-dimensional FFT (using FFTW) and
provides the methods to insert the message data into the image frequency
data. This class also contains several functions for testing and debugging
the 2D transforms.
CColor This class converts between different color spaces including:
RGB, YCbCr and Weber-Fechner. The YCbCr conversion code is based
on the standard JPEG implementation.
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3.2 Processing and Performance Improvements
Several major processing and performance improvements were discovered while
creating the WaterMark program. The improvements are briefly discussed in
this section.
Initially, the 2-dimensional FFT implementation code was slow. The pro
cessing time was reduced in half by incorporating four improvements. The first
was switching to using a real FFT, which cuts the FFT time in half. This change
is possible because the image data contains only a real component in the spatial
domain. The second improvement is to use the FFTW wisdom feature that
trains the algorithm to work as fast as possible for a specific processor. The
FFT wisdom is saved and accumulated for each FFT size.
A third FFT improvement is only relevant to batch mode. The forward FFT
data is saved and reused when the FFT of the same image is needed for several
sequential encodings. For example, the same forward FFT data can be used to
encode a message with different scale and strength settings. In the C2DFFT
class, the equals operator is overridden to provide a simple method of storing
the FFT data. The fourth optimization of FFT is to make sure the image length
and width is a power of 2, padding it out with zeros if necessary. This allows the
FFT routines to work more efficiently and has no effect on the encoded data.
The earliest implementations of the tool included a copy of the encoded mes
sage in the key file to determine if the message had been successfully decoded.
Obviously, this method is acceptable for a "toy" encoder but could not be prac
tically used. The more realistic solution was to add a 16 bit Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) of the message data into the key file.
The code to find a large number of unique (X,Y) pairs was slow and hard
to optimize. In the case of the spread spectrum message there are thousands
of points to encode. After analyzing the spread spectrum coding technique it
was determined that it is not necessary that all points be unique. A random
distribution is sufficient to successfully encode the message. The result was a
significant improvement for larger messages.
This also led to the discovery of another interesting property of the spread
spectrum technique. Multiple messages using different code spaces (chip se
quences) can be encoded over each other without detectable interference. Upon
analysis this makes a tremendous amount of sense. It is this property of spread
spectrum that allows multiple users to occupy the same frequency band. A
practical example of this is cell phone systems that employ CDMA encoding.
In this case, the image is the band and the multiple messages are simultaneous
cell phone users.
Initially, results using the RGB color space were adversely affecting image
quality. Specifically, encoding in the Blue field yielded unacceptable Yellow
artifacts. The solution was to switch to use YCbCr color space. This puts
more image information in the Y component and exploits a fundamental spread
spectrum property; more information in the narrow band signal allows hiding
more information in the wide band signal. This is somewhat different from
the spatial technique that attempts to hide data using the same code spaces.
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Encoding the message data in a different code space from the image data results
in less impact on the image quality while providing a more robust watermark.
The results of the spread spectrum technique were initially disappointing.
The basic encode/decode method worked, but the technique didn't seem very
robust to basic compression. Golay FEC was added to improve the performance.
This allows a much lower strength message to be detected. In some cases, this
results in a 40% improvement in decoding. This lends great credence tomodeling
watermarking techniques on known communications techniques. It also allows
the use of lower strength and scale factors resulting in improved image quality
ratings.
Finally, profiling the code showed two areas where the tool could be im
proved. In one case it very clearly showed the removal of test code would
decrease encode times by 25%. The other "slow" piece of code involves the
CMatrix class. This class still needs optimization. It was designed for small
matrices and bogs down with large (thousands of points) matrices.
3.3 Attack Tools
Two tools were used to perform attacks on the imagery: Adobe Photoshop
and Stirmark. These tools provide the necessary functions to attack the wa
termarked images. Photoshop is a commercially available tool used to ac
quire and manipulate digital imagery. Stirmark is a freeware tool designed
to stress test watermarking techniques. Stirmark is available on line from:
http://www.cl.cam.ac.uk/fapp2/watermarking/image_watermarking/stirmark/.
Stirmark includes a test suite that creates many (80+) attacked output im
ages for a single input image. Stirmark creates output for common attacks such
as JPEG compression but also includes rotation, scaling, filtering, shearing and
combination attacks. It is designed to be a self-inflicted torture test for any
potential watermarking technique.
Photoshop provides generic digital image manipulation. It can be used to
convert imagery from one format to another and includes features for JPEG
compression, color quantization, rotation and scaling. Photoshop provides a
semi-automated batch feature that allows an entire directory of images to un
dergo an attack.
3.4 Image Test Bed
A subset of the standard test imagery from [6] and [14] were used as the source















Figure 15: Test Method
3.5 Test Method
The test method followed by this project allows comparison with standard wa
termarking benchmark results. The basic test method is illustrated in Figure
15. The testbed imagery and chosen attacks are the same as those described by
Kutter [6], Piron [14] and Petitcolas [12]. Note that only the frequency based
tool was subjected to this test method. The spatial tool was unable to survive
any of the benchmark attacks.
The WaterMark tool includes a batch processing front-end. This allows the
tool to process a large number of files with a range of scaling and strength factors.
The batch front end begins with a static setting for strength and increases the
scale factor by 300 until the mark has been successfully embedded 5 times. This
process was executed for strengths of 5, 15, and 25. The strength and scale
factors allow the user to select the performance parameters of the frequency
algorithm. Scale is used to change the size of the spreading matrix and strength
is used to increase the magnitude of the spread values.
Returning to the spread spectrum encoding function, scale equates to the
length N of the MxN chip matrix G and strength corresponds to the scalar
multiplication factor S:
w = Gb*S
The method used to test theWaterMark algorithm is outlined in this section.
First, the images were converted to 24 bpp BMP format. (The test imagery was
supplied in TIF format which is not supported by the image I/O classes of the
WaterMark tool.) Next, each image in the test set was watermarked at strengths
of 5, 15 and 25 for up to 5 scale values. This produced a test set of 421 images.
A panel of 3 people (including the author) rated the perceived quality of the
resulting images. See Table 1 for a description of the rankings.
The 421 marked images were subjected to attacks using Adobe Photoshop.
This included attacks for JPEG70, JPEG50, JPEG30, Color Quantization, 50%
Scaling, 5 degree rotation and 45 degree rotation. In addition the Stirmark tool
was used to produce the PSNR (Peak Signal to Noise Ratio) for each marked
image.
The "best" watermarked image for each original subject image was selected


















Table 1: Image Quality Ratings on a scale from 1 to 5
the event of a tie, select the image that passed the most Photoshop tests. If
there is still a tie, select the image with the higher PSNR.
The resulting test set was subjected to the Stirmark torture test. This
produced a large output test set. A subset of the Stirmark output was decoded
using the WaterMark tool. The test images were subjected to 20 benchmark
tests (14 Stirmark). There are certain tests performed by Stirmark that the
WaterMark tool is not designed to handle. This includes tests that significantly
scale the image or tests that rotate the imagery.
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4 Results
In this section, the consolidated attack data is presented. Table 2 contains the
average Photoshop attack decode results for all images. The average rating is
the subjective quality levels as perceived by the viewers of the imagery. PSNR
is the average Peak Signal to Noise Ratio as computed by Stirmark. A higher
value indicates that less noise has been introduced by the addition of a water
mark. The last four columns of Table 2 show the average watermark decode
rate for each Photoshop attack. JPEG X is the JPEG setting used to save the
image. For example, JPEG 7 is the
'7'
quality rate for compression. A higher
number indicates less compression and higher quality. In all but one case, higher
compression yields an equal or lower decode rate. This is expected since the
image with more compression has quantized more of its frequency data during
the compression process. The BPP 8 column represents the decode rate for
imagery reduced from 24 bpp to 8 bpp. The decode rates are relatively high for
this attack indicating that it is easy to handle.
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Images Rating PSNR JPEG 7 JPEG 5 JPEG 3 BPP 8
PUEBLO 4.40 35.97 93.33% 80.00% 60.00% 93.33%
WILDFLOWERS 4.40 29.91 100.00% 100.00% 90.00% 90.00%
WATER 4.27 34.50 100.00% 100.00% 93.33% 100.00%
TERRAUX 4.13 39.34 86.67% 53.33% 57.14% 100.00%
ALU 3.93 34.01 93.33% 60.00% 60.00% 86.67%
WATCH 3.73 37.89 93.33% 76.92% 64.29% 100.00%
ALUJPEG 3.67 33.69 86.67% 53.33% 53.33% 66.67%
BRANDY 3.67 31.83 93.33% 66.67% 60.00% 93.33%
KID 3.67 35.82 86.67% 53.33% 53.33% 93.33%
BEAR 3.53 35.33 73.33% 33.33% 33.33% 53.33%
LITTLE BOY 3.53 36.45 86.67% 60.00% 60.00% 93.33%
NEW YORK 3.53 32.06 100.00% 86.67% 80.00% 93.33%
PAPER MILL 3.53 33.93 93.33% 66.67% 66.67% 100.00%
CAT 3.47 31.76 100.00% 80.00% 86.67% 100.00%
BANDON 3.27 35.57 60.00% 20.00% 7.14% 53.33%
WATERFALL 3.07 35.04 86.67% 66.67% 60.00% 100.00%
SKYLINE 3.00 31.85 80.00% 40.00% 30.00% 80.00%
OPERA 2.93 34.01 100.00% 80.00% 66.67% 100.00%
FOURVIER 2.80 29.39 100.00% 78.57% 78.57% 100.00%
LOCHNESS 2.80 31.18 100.00% 73.33% 73.33% 93.33%
PILLS 2.80 31.55 100.00% 80.00% 73.33% 100.00%
F15 2.73 31.83 86.67% 66.67% 66.67% 86.67%
BABOON 2.60 21.65 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
LENA 2.47 22.56 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
ARCTIC HARE 2.36 25.65 72.73% 63.64% 63.64% 72.73%
PEPPERS 2.27 21.94 100.00% 93.33% 93.33% 100.00%
F16 1.80 19.34 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00%
Table 2: Average Values for All Images
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Table 3 shows the decode rates for the selected "best" images across all
attacks. For each image the rounded rating and PSNR are listed along with the
WaterMark scale and strength settings. The percentage of successful decodes
is listed along with the percentage of Golay decodes. The Golay column is the
percentage of decodes attributable to FEC. This table illustrates that Golay
FEC provides a significant performance boost.
Image Rating PSNR Scale Strength %Decodes %Golay
LENA 4 31.04 400 5 83.33% 23.53%
BABOON 4 30.19 400 5 83.33% 22.22%
TERRAUX 4 35.43 1000 15 77.78% 41.18%
PEPPERS 4 30.45 400 5 77.78% 41.18%
PUEBLO 4 29.65 700 25 77.78% 29.41%
WILDFLOWERS 4 26.88 1300 25 76.47% 35.29%
WATER 5 39.03 1300 5 66.67% 23.53%
F16 4 33.57 100 5 61.11% 55.56%
BRANDYROSE 4 28.95 1000 15 61.11% 22.22%
WATCH 4 39.25 100 25 55.56% 47.06%
OPERA 4 38.52 1300 5 50.00% 35.29%
ALUJPEG 4 32.25 700 15 50.00% 22.22%
CAT 4 37.70 1000 5 44.44% 27.78%
LITTLEBOY 4 37.59 100 25 44.44% 29.41%
PAPERMILL 4 38.81 1600 5 38.89% 23.53%
ALU 4 37.41 1900 5 38.89% 22.22%
PILLS 4 36.84 1600 5 38.89% 23.53%
NEWYORK 5 35.37 1900 5 38.89% 35.29%
WATERFALL 5 38.77 1600 5 33.33% 23.53%
LOCHNESS 4 36.24 1300 5 33.33% 35.29%
BEAR 4 35.63 400 15 22.22% 22.22%
KID 4 37.67 100 25 17.65% 17.65%
F15 4 37.79 1600 5 16.67% 11.11%
FOURVTERE 4 36.68 1000 5 16.67% 5.56%
BANDON 4 37.21 400 15 05.56% 5.56%
SKYLINE 4 36.23 400 15 05.56% 5.88%
ARCTIC HARE 4 34.73 1300 5 05.56% 5.56%
Table 3: Decode Rates for Selected Images
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The imago contents also appear to have an effect on decode rates. There is a
wide variance in decode rates for the selected images even though their rating is
approximately the same. Consider the watermarked images BABOON (Figure
16). CAT (Figure 17) and ARCTIC HARE (Figure 18). BABOON has a high
decode rate. CAT has middle decode mle and ARCTIC HARE has a dismal
decode rate. The content of these color images is increasingly monotone when
moving from BABOON, to CAT to ARCTIC HARE. JPEG compression at. level
.r> reveals the CAT and ARCTIC HARE images are less busy and contain fewer
frequency changes than BABOON. BABOON only compresses by 7.4 times.
while CAT compresses 12.4 times and ARCTIC HARE compresses 23.23 times.
The conclusion is. images that, compress well are also harder to digitally mark.
The features of the image that allow it to compress well also make it harder to





Figure 18: ARCTIC HARE
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Attack Decode Rate Golay Decodes
Photoshop JPEG 70 89.29% 25.00%
Photoshop BPP 8 89.29% 21.43%
Stirmark Sharpening 3x3 89.29% 21.43%
Photoshop JPEG 50 75.00% 39.29%
Photoshop JPEG 30 75.00% 42.86%
Stirmark cropping 1 64.29% 35.71%
Photoshop Rotation 45 61.54% 42.31%
Stirmark JPEG 70 57.14% 28.57%
Stirmark cropping 10 46.43% 39.29%
Stirmark 3x3 median filter 39.29% 32.14%
Stirmark JPEG 50 39.29% 25.00%
Stirmark 4x4 median filter 28.57% 25.00%
Stirmark Gaussian filtering 3x3 28.57% 25.00%
Photoshop SCALE 50 21.43% 17.86%
Stirmark JPEG 30 21.43% 17.86%
Stirmark 1 row 5 col removed 00.00% 0.00%
Stirmark rotation 45.00 00.00% 0.00%
Stirmark rotation 5.00 00.00% 0.00%
Stirmark shearing x5.00 y5.00 00.00% 0.00%
Stirmark random bend 00.00% 0.00%
Table 4: Decode Rates for Selected Images
Attack\Strength (Quality) 25 (2.40) 15 (3.14) 5 (4.28)
JPEG 70 97% 95% 82%
JPEG 50 89% 81% 42%
JPEG 30 87% 77% 37%
BPP 8 95% 95% 82%
Table 5: Decode Rates Vs. Spread Spectrum Strength for All Images
Table 4 lists the decode rates for the "best" images by attack type. Again,
it is clear that Golay improves the performance. The table also shows that the
tool does not handle certain Stirmark attacks very well.
Table 5 shows the relationship between strength values, image quality and
JPEG decode rate. From this table, it is clear that higher strength improves
the decode rate but also results in lower quality imagery. As expected, a higher
strength yields a more robust watermark at a lower level of image quality.
Table 6 and Table 7 list the benchmark results of [12] with those of Water-
Mark. Table 6 lists the PSNR rates for each of the tools while Table 7 lists the
number of decodes for benchmarked tools. These results indicate two disturb
ing trends for the WaterMark tool. When compared to the commercial tools, it
introduces more noise into the image and does not have as much success with
decoding watermarks.
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Image DigiMark RST SureSign WaterMark
LENA 38.51 38.25 37.73 31.04
BEAR 38.11 38.23 36.38 35.63
SKYLINE 40.02 38.43 38.71 36.23
WATCH 40.25 38.47 41.52 39.24
BABOON 38.91 38.36 32.06 30.18
Table 6: PSNR for Compared Images by Tool
Attack DigiMark RST SureSign WaterMark
Stirmark Sharpening 3x3 5 5 5 5
Stirmark 3x3 median filter 5 5 5 3
Stirmark cropping 1 5 5 4 3
Stirmark cropping 10 5 5 4 3
Stirmark JPEG 70 5 5 5 3
Stirmark Gaussian filtering 3x3 5 5 5 2
Stirmark JPEG 30 0 1 5 2
Stirmark JPEG 50 4 3 5 2
Stirmark 1 row 5 col removed 5 4 4 0
Stirmark rotation 45.00 4 4 0 0
Stirmark rotation 5.00 5 5 0 0
Stirmark shearing x5.00y5.00 0 0 0 0
Stirmark random bend 0 0 0 0
Table 7: Number of Correct Decodes by Tool for 5 Compared Images
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5 Discussion
This section focuses on the trends observed while benchmarking the WaterMark
tool.
5.1 Image Content
The results show it is easier to embed messages in some images. Therefore,
when benchmarking, the selection of images is important. The testbed imagery
includes images that are considered "classic" digital imagery. These include
LENA and BABOON. These are used as sample imagery in many papers and
projects and are considered a de-facto standard for digital imagery tests. They
also appear to be a poor choice for testing a watermarking technique as they
are very easy to mark and hold the watermark through most attacks.
By contrast, other imagery in the set is much harder to watermark. Qualita
tively, the two sets of imagery appear different. The classic images are generally
more varied in terms of color. The harder benchmark images tend toward being
mono-colored. The frequency technique is more successful with the classic col
orful imagery. These images are also more likely to have more variance in their
frequency data. In terms of spread spectrum communications, this allows easier
addition of the (spread) message signal into the busy (image) carrier signal.
Restated, there are more places to hide the spread message in the busier image.
This is consistent with JPEG encoding. Busy images do not compress well since
they contain varied information that is not as easily quantized as imagery that
tends toward mono tone.
5.2 PSNR Vs. Quality Rating
A lower PSNR generally leads to a more successful decode and generally means a
lower quality image. (See Figure 19) In the case of a lower PSNR, the watermark
has been robustly embedded but it has a large impact on image quality. On the
other hand, the mark can almost always be recovered.
PSNR and image quality are image dependent. We can't look at the PSNR
and decide if an image looks good, but the results of this project indicate a
strong correlation between perceived quality and PSNR (see Figure 20). PSNR
seems to be a reasonable quantitative measure of the impact of a watermark on
an image. However, beauty is in the eye of the beholder and qualitative image
rating must play a part in benchmarking imagery.
5.3 Watermark Techniques
In the spread spectrum technique, a higher strength value generally means a
more successful decode. Higher strength also has more impact on the quality
of the subject image. This outlines the trade-off of digital watermarking. The
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Figure 19: PSNR Vs. Decode Rate
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The spread spectrumWaterMark tool performed very poorly on some attacks
because it doesn't handle large scaling factors. WaterMark expects the attacked
image to be approximately the same size as the original image. WaterMark does
not handle rotation very well. There are some simple improvements that could
be made to handle 90 degree rotation and horizontal/vertical flipping. Dealing
with arbitrary rotation requires advanced techniques.
The spatialWaterMark tool failed because it relies too much on image format
to the encode data. Minor changes to the marked images destroyed the spatial
watermark. The spread spectrum technique had very good decode rates for
reduction from 24 to 8 bits. The spatial technique has no hope of recovering the
mark in this attack since it is expecting a specific value at a specific location.
The spread spectrum technique does not suffer from this problem because it is
able to spread the few message points over a wide range and it can translate
the image into its own code space regardless of the original image format.
The benchmark comparison shows that none of the tools were able to decode
images that were attacked with shearing or with the random bend attack. This
indicates the primary problem with the current generation of tools. None are
very robust in the face of attacks that use multiple attacks to remove water
marks. However, there are some promising techniques in that have not yet been
incorporated into commercial tools. [5, 10]
6 Summary
Overall, the spread spectrum WaterMark method did not perform nearly as
well as the commercial tools. However, it is able to withstand some attacks and
could be enhanced. The main area of enhancement should center on improved
error correction schemes. The results show that Golay Coding gives a significant
performance boost. There are other coding schemes that can be employed to
improve performance. In general, modeling after a communications channel will
result in more robust watermarking solutions.
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7 Future Work
The topic of digital watermarking and in general protection of digital data will
become increasingly important as more vendors wish to sell their digital works
on the Internet. This includes all manner of digital data including books, music
and movies.
Within the scope of still digital imagery and specifically the WaterMark tool
there are several areas which could provide significant additional work.
TheWaterMark tool does not handle arbitrary scaling and rotation. Pereira
[9] and Kutter [5] outline techniques for dealing with this problem. These
could be incorporated into the spread spectrum technique.
The spread spectrum technique inserts the data at random points in the
magnitude data. Pereira [9] suggests using other encoding techniques.
Selection of the encoding points could also be done based on magnitude
value. Points with higher magnitude should be able to stow away more
watermark data.
The WaterMark key files can become quite large. A simple optimization
would be to use a single random seed to the LFSR for picking the random
points. This has one drawback in that it would allow anyone with knowl
edge of the LFSR algorithm (and the seed) to create a customized attack
for WaterMark.
The selection of the inner and outer radius of the frequency annulus is
arbitrary. Selection of the ideal annulus is likely unique to each digital
image. Minimally, this parameter could be exposed to the user as another
method of tuning the algorithm.
Theoretically, given the key and spread spectrum message the original
image can be recovered. A mutation ofWaterMark could allow it to behave
as an image scrambler. This would allow sending scrambled images along
with a key for unscrambling the image.
As mentioned elsewhere, the techniques can be improved by modeling the
watermark techniques after well known communications techniques.
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A.1.1 Encode Spatial Technique Algorithm
1. Get the data from the user.
2. CRC the message data.
3. Golay encode the message data to create the Golay message.
4. CRC the Golay data.
5. For each bit of data in the Golay message:
6. Pick a unique random X,Y.
7. Encode the bit(s) in the Blue plane at X,Y.
8. End for.
9. Save the key file.
10. End.
A.1.2 Decode Spatial Technique Algorithm
1. Read the key file.
2. For each X,Y pair.
3. Read the bit(s) at X,Y.
4. Assemble the bit(s) into a buffer.
5. End for.
6. Check Golay CRC of the buffer.
7. Golay decode the data yielding message data.




A.2.1 Encode Spread Spectrum Algorithm
1. Get the data from the user.
2. CRC the message data.
3. Golay encode the data.
4. CRC the Golay data.
5. Create a spread spectrum message from the Golay data.
6. Perform a forward FFT transform on the image.
7. For each value in the spread spectrum message.
8. Pick a random X,Y pair within the mid-frequency range of the magnitude
image.
9. Add the spread spectrum value to the image magnitude at X,Y (preserving
phase).
10. End for.
11. Save the key file.
12. End.
A.2.2 Decode Spread Spectrum Algorithm
1. Read the key file.
2. For each X,Y location:
3. Read the data at X,Y and store in the Spread Spectrum Matrix.
4. End For.
5. Decode the spread spectrum message.
6. Check Golay CRC.
7. Golay decode the data yielding the decoded message.
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voiduCColorSpace : : GetYCbCr(doubleu*Y , udoubleu'Cb.udoubleu'Cr)
{






























YCC . SetRCB (,jB_Red , uB.Green , um.Blueu) ;
ifu(uTRUEuuYCC.DoConver8ion(uBGB,uYCbCru)ij)
if0(uTRUEu--uYCC.DoConver3ion(uYCbCr,u\reBERFECHNER1J)u)
YCC . GetWeberFechner (u*m_wfY , u__n_vfCb , ufcm.wfCru) ;
B_bValidWeberFachneru-uTRUE;
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voiduGetYCbCr (udoubleu*Y , udoubleu*Cb , udouble^Cru) i
voiduSetYCbCrCudoublauY.udoubleuCb.udoubleuCru);





















































// - - -
*ifdefuFAST_CPU
//uCalculateutheuCRCuvalueuforU-.ndexupoaitionui.























OxA 56 A , , ,0xBS . B , ^0x8628 ,
0x36S3,uuOx2672,uu0xl611,
0xB7BB , uu0xA77A , 19 ,
0x48C4 , uu0x58E5 , ^0x6886 ,
0xC9CC , u_.0xD9ED , uu0xE98E ,
OxSAFB , UU0X4AD4 , uuCUrJABT , uu0x6A96 , uuOxlA7 1 ,
OxDBFD , uuOxCBDC , uuOxFBBF , ,ju0x__-9E , uu0x9B79 ,

















0x1080 , uuOxOOA 1 , uu0x30C2 , u__0x20E3 ,
0x83B9 , uu0x9398 ,___0xA3FB,




















0XCB7D , uu0xDB5C , uu0xEB3F , uuOxFBlE , uu0x8BF9 , L
































































































0xFD2E, uuOxEDOF , uu0xDD6C , uuOxCMD , uuOxBDAA , uuOxADBB , uu0x9DE8 ,___Ox8DC9,
Ox7C26 , uuOx6C07 , uu0x6C64 , uuOx4C46 , uu0x3CA2 , ,^0x2083 , uuOxlCEO , uuOxOCCl
OxEFlF , uuOxFF3E , uuOxCFSD , uuOxDFTC , uu0xAF9B , uuOxBFBA , uu0xBFD9 , uu0x9FFB ,





uuutaBp.wordu-ucrc.table (crc .byte . hi) ;
Ifelae
uuuteBp . wordu-uCRC_TABLE [crc . byte . hi] ;
Bendif
uuucrc . byte . hiu-utemp . byte . hiu"ucrc . byte . lo ;










uuuuforu(i-0 ;Kcount ; i++)
teap . Hordu-uCRC_TABLE [crc . byte . hi] ;
Lnjuuuuuucrc . byte . hiu"utemp . byte . hiu'ucrc . byte . lo ;
uuuuuuuucrc . byte . lou-utei_p . byte . lou"uptr [i] ;
uuuu.
uuuureturnucrc . word ;
}








































































































longunOur.BufS i znu-unl nBu t Si Z.B ;
B_RedInputu-unewuf ftu_coBplexu[nInBufSize] ;
B_GreenInpUtuLjnewuf ftw_coaplexu[nI_iBufSize] ;































a_CreenInput [i] . reu-ufIt -a_GreenInput[i] . re ;
a_GreenInput[i] . im^-ufft ,a_GreenInput[i] .1b;
B_Blue_nput[i] .reu'uft-B-BluelaputCi] .re;















B^RedOutput [i] . iBu-ufft -m.RedOutput[i] . ia;
B,GreenOutput[i] .reu-ui*t.a_GreenOutput[_].re;
B.CreenQutput.i] . [i] .ia;
m.BlueOutput [i] . reu-u11^ .B.BlueOutput[1] . re ;
a_BlueOutput[i] ,iau-u"t.B.BlueOutput [i] .ia;
CFFT2D::CFFT2D(uConatuCFFT2Du_:fftu)
copy(uiftu);

























CStr inguazWiadoBu-uGetWi adorn ( ) ;
CWinApp*upAppu-u*fxGetAppO ;
CStr 1nguazWiadoaKey ;
















































color . SetRCB (ur , ugu . ubu) J
// color.DoConversion(uRGB,uYCbCru);
color . DoConversion (uRGB , uWEBERFECHNERu) ;
53
#ifdefuFULL_FFT






a_GroenInput[xy] .reu-u(fftw.real) (g) ;
a_Blue!nput[xy] .rou-u(f ftw.real) (b);
#endifu//uiidefuHLS
#ifdefuFULL.FFTu//uOnlyufullufftuneedBuiBaginaryucoBponent
a_RedInput[xy] . iau-u(fftw.real) (0.0) ;
B.CreenInput[xy] . iBu"u<fftw.real) (0.0) ;






fftund_one(B_fudPlan,ufta_CreenInput[0] lUta_CreenOutput[0] ) ;
fftwnd.one(B_fwdPlan,_^_BlueInput[0],uJr__..BlueQutput[0]);
Seise
rfftwnd_one_real_to_coBplex(a_fwdPlanJUta_RadInput[0] lU*B_RedOutput[0] ) ;
rfftwnd_one_real_to_coaplex(a.fwdPlanluir___GraenInput[OJ lU*i__CreenOutput[0] ) ;
rfftund_one_real_to_coBplex(B_fwdPlan,uftB_BluoInput[0] ,ufta_BlueOutput[0] ) ;
Sendif







byteur , ug ub i
fftw.realudr , dg , db ;
ASSERT (uB_bOutputValiduuTRUEu) ;
ifdefuFULL_FFT
fftwnd_one(a_invPlanFUitB_RedOutput[0] lUta_RedInp_t[0] ) ;
f ftwnd.one(a_invPlan,,_ir___CreenOutput[0] .ufta.Greenlnput[0] ) ;
fftwnd_oneCB_invPlan,utm_BlueOutput[0] ,uJr__.BlueInput[0]) ;
Selae
rfftwnd_one_coBplex_to_real(B_invPlan,u*a_RedOutput[0] ,u*a_RadInput[0] ) ;
rfftwnd_oae_coBplex_to_real(a_invPlan,uton_CreenOutput_0] ,u&B.CreenInput[0]) ;





xyu-u (yu*_,a_xDim) u+uX ;
ifdefuFUU._FFT













intured , ugreen ,ublu;

















fftw.real fBaxu-u0 0, fainu-uO . 0 , fpixelu-u0.0 ;
byte pixel;
ClBagou*fimageu-unewuCIaageO ;

























































































































a_BlueOutput [xy] . reu-,_re ;
}
elaeuifu(uCREEN.PLAh'Eu"uplaneu)
a.CreenOutput [xy] . reu"i_re ;
}
elaeuifu(uRED.PLANEu--uplaneu)
























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































DDV.MinNaxIat (pDX ,uB_iStrengtb,ul , u10000) ;
































































































































red n antubit8u(ll),u heubinary (23.12,7)uGolayucodeucanubeLJencoded and






u770uS . uPostuOakuLn . US200
u*uuLnjLjLHJiAjuuuLjuLjuuuuuHoUBton,uTexaau770S6

































longudata , ucodeword , urecd ;
longupoaition [23] u-uiux00000001 . u0x00000002 , u0x00000004 . u0x00000008 ,
juOxOOOOOO 10 , u0x00000020 , u0x00000040 , u0x00000080 ,
uOxOOOOOlOO , u0xOOOOO200 , u0x00000400 , u0x00000800 ,
^0x00001000 , u0x00002000 , u0x00004000 , uOxOOOOSOOO ,





































































cDataQut L,10ut++u]u-u(cnar) ( (lEncododuu8)LAj0xFF) ;


























































































i ,. Pl ,, significant, ,bita! (are, ^redundant, ,bitai ,(ayatamat id encoding) .
foru(pattarnu"u;uPattarikj<u4096;upattern++)u{
i . . w ff n ^eapi ,-, ipattern, ,, ,11 :,. ^ .,.,,, r ,//,multiply, .information, .by^'OP
68
uuuijuiaju0"coding,table [pattern] u"utfl'I'Pu*uget.syndrome(temp) ; //uadduredunda














0x000000 , 0x000c75,0x00149f , 0x0018ea , Ox002S4b , 0x00293e , 0x0031d4 , 0x003dal ,
0x0046a3 , 0x004a96 , 0x00527c , 0x006e09 , 0x0063a8 , 0x006fdd , 0x007737 , 0x007b42 ,
0x008 lb3 , 0x008dc6 . 0x00952c , 0x009959 , 0x00a4f8 , 0x00a88d , 0x00b067 , OxOObc 12 ,
0x00c750 ,0x00cb25,0x00d3cf , OxOOdfba , 0x00e21b , Ox00ee6e , OxOOf6B4 , OxOOfaf1 ,
0x010366,OxOlOf13,Ox0117f9, 0x01 lb8c, 0x0 1262d,0x012a58,0x0132b2,OxO13ec7,
0xO14B85, 0x0149f0,0x0151 la, 0x015d6f,0x0160ce,0x016cbb,0x017451, 0XO17B24,
0x0162d5,0x018ea0,0x01964a,0x019a3f ,0x01a79e ,0x01abeb,0x01b301 .OxOlbf74,
Ox01c436,0x01c843,0x01d0a9,0x01dcdc,0x01el7d,0x01ed08,0x01f5e2,0x01f997,
0x0206cc,0x020ab9,0x021253, 0x021e26, 0x022387, 0x022ff2, 0x023718, 0x023b6d,
0xO24O2f ,0x024c5a,0x0254b0 ,0x025805,0x026564,0x02691 1 ,0x027Ifb, 0x027d8e,
Ox02B77f , Ox028bOa . 0x0293e0 , 0x029f95 , 0x02a234 , Ox02ae41 , Ox02b6ab , Ox02bade ,
0x02c 19c , 0x02cde9 , OxO2d503 , Ox02d976 , 0x02e4d7 , Ox02e8a2 , Ox02f048 , 0x02fc3d ,
0xO3O5aa , OxO309df , 0x031135 , 0x03 ld40 , 0x0320e 1 , 0x032c94 , 0x03347e , 0x03380b ,
0x034349 , 0x034f3c , 0xO357d6 , 0x035ba3 , 0x036602 , Ox036a77 , Ox03729d , 0x037ea8 ,
0x038419,0x03886c, 0x039086, 0x039cf3, 0x03al52,0x03ad27,Ox03b5cd,Ox03b9b8,
0x03c2fa,0x03ce8f ,0x03d666,0x03dal0,0x03e7bl ,0x03ebc4,0x03f32e ,0x03ff5b,
0x0401ed , 0x040d98 , 0x041572 , 0x041907 , 0x0424a6 ,0x042Bd3, 0x043039 , 0r043c4c ,
0x04470e,0x044b7b,0x045391, 0x045fe4, 0x046245,0x046e30,0x0476da,0x047aaf,




0x058338 , Ox058f4d , 0x0S97a7 , 0x059bd2 , 0x05a673 , OxOSaa06 , 0xO5b2ac , 0x05bo99 ,
0x05c5db,0x05c9ae,0x05dl44,0x0Sdd31,0x05e090,0x05oceS,0x05f40f ,Ox05f87a,
0x060721, 0x060b54, 0x0613be,0x061fcb,0x06226a,0x062elf,0x0636f5,Ox063a80,
Ox0641c2,0x064db7,0x065S5d,0x065928, 0x066489, 0x0668fc, 0x067016, 0x067c63,
0x068692, 0x068ae7,0x06920d,0x069e78,0x06a3d9,0x06afac,0x06b746,0x06bb33,
0x06 c07 1 , Ox06cc04 , 0x06d4ee , 0x06d89b , 0x06e53a , 0x06e94f , 0xO6f laS , 0x06fddO .
0x070447, 0x07OB32,0xO710d8.OxO71cad,0xO7210c,Ox072d79.0x073593.0x0739e6,
Ox0742a4 , 0x074edl , 0x07563b , 0x075a4e , 0x0767ef , 0x076b9a , 0x077370 , Ox077f05 ,
0xO7BSf4,0x07B9Bl,OxO7916b,OxO79dle,0xO7aObf ,0x07acca,0x07b42O,Ox07bSS5,
0xO7c317,0x07cf62,OxO7d78B,OxO7dbfd,0x07e6Sc,0x07ea29,0x07f2c3,Ox07feb6,
0x0603da,OxOSOfaf ,0x081745 , Ox081b30 , 0x082691 , 0x082ae4 , 0x08320e , 0x083e7b,
0x084539 , 0x08494c ,0x0851a6, Ox085dd3 , 0x086072 , 0x0S6cO7 , Ox0874ed ,0x087898,
0x088269 ,0x088elc,0xO896f6 , 0x089aS3 , 0x08a722 , 0x08ab57 , 0x08b3bd , Ox08bfc8 ,
Ox08c4Ba,OxO8c8ff ,0x08d015,0x08dc6O,Ox0Belcl,0x08edb4,0x08f5Se,0x08f92b,
0x0900bc,0x090cc9, 0x091423, 0x091856,Ox092Sf7, 0x092982, 0x093168, 0x093dld,
Ox09465f , 0x094a2a , 0x0952c0 , 0x095eb5 , 0x096314 , 0x096f6 1 , 0x09778b , 0x097bfa ,
Ox09810f ,0x098d7a, 0x099590, 0x0999e5,0x09a444,0x09a831 ,0x09b0db,0x09bcae,




0x0ac246 , 0x0ace33 , 0x0ad6d9 , OxOadaac , 0x0ae70d , 0x0aeb78 , OxOof392 , OxOaffe7 ,
OxOb0670 , OxObOaOS , OxOb12ef , OxOble9a , OxOb233b , 0x0b2f4e , 0xOb37a4 , 0x0b3bd 1 ,
0x0b4093 , 0x0b4ce6 , OxOb540c , OxOb5879 , 0x0b65d8 , Ox0b69ad , 0xOb7147 , 0x0b7d32 ,
0x0b87c3 , 0x0b8bb6 , OxOb935c , 0x0b9f29 , 0x0ba288 , OxObeefd , 0x0bb617 , 0x0bba62 ,
Ox0bcl20,0x0bcd55,0x0bd5bf ,0x0bd9ca,0x0ba46b,0x0be81e,0x0bf0f4,0x0bfc81,
0x0c0237,OxOcOe42,0xOcl6a8,0x0cladd,0x0c277c,0x0c2bO9,0x0c33e3,0xOc3f96,
0x0c44d4 ,0x0c48al , 0x0c504b , 0x0c5c3e , 0x0c619f , 0x0c6dea , 0x0c7500 ,Ox0c7975,
0x0c8384,0x0c8ff I,0x0c971b,0x0c9b6e,0x0ca6cf ,0x0caaba,0x0cb25O,OxOcbe25,
OxOcc567 , 0x0cc9l2 , OxOcdlf8 , OxOcddBd,OxOce02c ,Ox0cecS9, OxOcf4b3 .OxOcf8c6,
OxOdOlSl,0xOd0d24,0xOdl5ce,0x0dl9bb,0xOd241a,0xOd286f .0x0d3085,0x0d3cf0,
0x0d47b2 , 0x0d4bc7 , OxOdS32d , OxOd5f58 , 0x0d62f9 , 0x0d6e8c , OxOd7666 , OxOd7al3 ,
0x0d60e2,0x0d8c97,0x0d947d,0x0d9808,0x0da5a9,0x0da9dc,0x0dbl36,0x0dbd431
0x0dc601 , 0x0dca74 , 0x0dd29e , OxOddeeb , 0x0de34a , OxOdef3f , OxOdf7dS , OxOdfbaO ,
0x0e04fb,0x0a088e,0x0el064,0x0elcll,0x0e21b0,0x0e2dc5,0x0a352f ,0x0e395a,
Ox0e421B , 0x0e4e6d,OxOe5687 , 0x0e5af2 , 0x0e6753 , 0x0e6b26 ,0x0e73cc, 0x0e7fb9 ,
0x0e8548 , 0x0e893d , 0xOe91d7 , 0xOe9da2, 0x0ea003 , 0x0eac76 ,0x0eb49c, OxOeb8e9 ,
OxOec3eb , OxOecfda , 0x0ed734 , Ox0edb4 1 , 0xOee6eO, 0x0eea95 .OxOef27f , OxOefeOa,
OxOf079d , OxOfObe8 , OxOf1302 , OxOf If77 , OxOf22d6 , OxOf2ea3 ,0x0(3649, OxOf3a3c ,
OxOf417e , OxOf4dOb , OxOf55e 1 , OxOf5994 , OxOf6435 , OxOf6840,OxOf70aa , OxOf7cdf ,
OxOf862e, OxOf8a5b,OxOf92bl,OxOf9ec4,OxOfa365, OxOfaf10, OxOfb7fa,OxOfbb8f,
OxOfcOcd,OxOfccbS.OxOfd452,OxOfd827,OxOfeSB6,OxOfe9f3, OxOff119,OxOffd6c,
0xl007b4,0xl00bcl,0xl0132b,0xl01f5e,0xl022ff,0xl02e8a, 0x103660, 0xlO3al5,
0x104157, 0xlO4d22,0xl055cB,Oxl059bd ,0x10641c,0x106869, 0x107083, 0xl07cf6,
0x108607,0xl08a72, 0x109298, 0xl09eed,0xl0a34c,0xl0af39, 0xl0b7d3,0xl0bba6,
0xl0c0e4,0xlOcc91,0xlOd47b,0xl0d8Oe,0xl0e5af ,0xl0a9da,0xl0fl30,0xl0fd45,
Oxl 104d2,Oxl 108a7,Oxl 1104d,Oxl llc38, 0x112199, 0xll2dec,0x113506,Oxl 13973,




0x120178 ,0xl20d0d,0xl215e7,0x121992, 0x122433,0x122846 ,0xl230ac,0xl23cd9,
0xl2479b,0xl24bea,0x125304,0xl25f71,0xl262d0,0xl26ea5,0xl2764f,0xl27a3a,
0xl280cb,0xl28cbe,0x129454, 0x129821,0xl2a580,0xl2a9f5,0xl2bl If ,0xl2bd6a,
0xl2c628,0xl2ca5d10xl2d2b7,0xl2dec2,0xl2e363,0xl2efl6.0xl2f7fc.0xl2fb89,
0xl3021e. 0xl30e6b, 0x131681 ,Oxl31af4, 0x132755,0x132b20,0xl333ca,0xl33fbf.








0x1543dc.0xl54fa9,0x155743,Oxl55b36, 0x156697, 0xl56ae2, 0x157208,0xl57e7d,
0x15848c, 0xl58Bf9,0x159013,Oxl59c66,0xl5alc7,0xl5adb2,0xl5b558,0xl5b92d,
OxlSc26f ,0xl5cela,0xl5d6f0,0xl5da85,0xl5e724,0xi5eb51,0xl5f3bb,0xl5ffce,






















































0x238704 , 0x238b7 1 , 0x23939b , 0x239fee , 0x23a24f , 0x23a*3a , 0x23b6d0 , 0x23baa5 ,
0x23c le7 , 0x23cd92 , 0x23d578 , 0x23d90d , 0x23e4ac , 0x23e8d9 , Ox23f033 , 0x23fc46 ,
Ox2402fO,Ox240eB5,Ox24166f ,0x241ala, 0x2427bb,0x242bce, 0x243324,0x243f51,
0x244413, 0x244866.0x24508c,0x245cf9, 0x246158,0x246d2d,0x2475c7,0x2479b2,
0x248343 , Ox248f36 , 0x2497dc , 0x249ba9 , Ox24a608 , Ox24aa7d , 0x24b297 , Ox24ba2 ,
0x24c5aO,0x24c9d5,0x24dl3f ,0x24dd4a,0x24a0eb.0x24ec9e,0x24f474,0x24f801,





0x2642df , 0x264eaa , 0x265640 , 0x26Sa35 , 0x266794 , 0x266be 1 , 0x26730b , 0x267f7e ,
0x26858f,0x2689fa,0x269110, 0x269d65.0x26aOc4,0x26acbl,0x26b45b,0x26b82e,
0x26c36c,Ox26cfl9,Ox26d7f3,Ox26dbB6,Ox26e627.0x26eaS2,0x26f2b8,Ox26fecd,
0x27075a , 0x270b2f , 0x2713c5 , Ox271fbO, 0x27221 1 , 0x272e64 , 0x27368e , 0x273afb,
0x2741b9 , 0x274dcc , 0x275526 , 0x275953 , 0x2764f2 , 0x276867 ,
0x27706d,0x277cl8 ,
0x2786e9 , Ox27Ba9c , 0x279276 , 0x279e03 , 0x27a3a2 , 0x27afd7 , 0x27b73d . 0x27bb48 ,






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0x5606af ,0x560ada, 0x561230 ,0x561e45,0x5623e4,0x562f91 ,0x56377b,0x563b0e,
0x56404c , 0x564c39 , 0x5654d3 , 0x5658a6 , 0x566507 , 0x566972,0x567198 , 0x567ded ,
0x5687 lc ,0x56Bb69 , 0x569383 , 0x569ff6 , 0x56a257 , Ox56ae22 ,0xS6b6c8 ,0x56babd,
Ox56clff ,0x56cd8a,0x56d560,0x56d915,0x564b4,0x66o8cl,0x56f02b,0x56fc5e,
0xS705c9,0x57O9bc,0x571 156, 0x571d23, 0x572082,Ox572cf7, 0x57341d.Ox57386B,
0x57432a,0x574f5f ,Ox5757b5,0x575bcO,0x576661,Ox576al4,Ox5772fe,Ox577e8b,
0xS7847a , 0x57880f , 0x5790e5 ,OxB79c90 , 0x67al31 , 0x57ad44 , 0x57b5ae , 0x57b9db ,
0xS7c299 , 0x57ceec , 0xS7d6O6,Ox57da73 , 0x57e7d2 , 0x57eba7 , 0x57f34d ,Ox67ff38 ,
0x580254. 0x580e21,0x5816cb,0x581abe,0x58271f,0x582b6a,0x583380, 0x683ff5,
0xSB44b7 , 0x5848c2 , 0x585028 , 0x585c5d, 0x5861fc , 0x586d89 , 0x587563 , 0x587916 ,
OxS883e7 , Ox588f92, 0x589778 , 0x589b0d, 0x58a6ac , 0x58aad9 ,0x58b233, 0xB8be46 ,
0x58c504 . 0xS8c971 ,0x58dl9b , 0x58ddee , 0x58e04f , 0x58oc3a,Ox58f4d0 , 0x68f8a5 ,
0x590132, 0x59Od47,Ox6915ad,0x5919d8J 0x592479,OxB9280c,0x5930e6,0x593c93,
0x5947dl, 0x594ba4,0x59534e,0x595f3b, 0x59629a,0x596aef,0x597606,0x597a70,
0x59808 l,0xS98cf4, 0x59941e ,0x59986b,0x59a5ca, 0x59a9bf ,0x59blB5,0x59bd20,
0xS9c662.0x59cal7,0x59d2fd,0x59de88,0x59e329,Ox59ef5c,0x59f7b6,Ox69fbc3,
0x5a0498.0x5a08ed,0x5al007,0x5alc72,0x5a21d3,0x6a2da6,0x5a354c,0x5a3939,
0x5a427b ,0x5a4e0e , 0x5a56e4 ,0x6aSa91 , 0x5a6730 , 0xSa6b45 , 0xSa73af ,0x5a7fda.
0x5a852b , 0x5a895e , 0x5a91b4 , 0x5a9dc 1 , 0x5aa060 , OxSaaclS , 0x5ab4ff ,Ox5ab88a,
0x5ac3c8 , 0x5acfbd , 0x5ad757 , 0x5adb22 , 0x5ae683 , 0x5aeaf6 , Ox5af21c ,0x5afe69 ,
0x5bO7fe , 0x5b0b8b ,0x5bl361 , Ox5bl f 14 , 0x5b22b5 , 0x5b2ec0 , Ox5b362a, 0x5b3a5f ,
0x5b41 Id , 0xSb4d68 ,Ox5b5S82 , 0x5b59f7 , 0x5b6456 , 0x5b6823 , 0x5b70c9 , 0x5b7cbc,









0x5dc78f , OxSdcbfa ,OxSdd310 , 0x5ddf65 , 0x5de2c4 , OxSdeebl , 0x5df65b , OxBdfa2e ,
0x5e0575,0x5eO9OO,0x5ellea,0x5eld9f ,0x5e203e,0xSe2c4b,0x5o34al ,0x5e38d4.








0x6043c4 , 0x604fbl ,0x60575b, 0x605b2e , 0x60668* ,0x606afa . 0x607210 ,0x607e65,
0x608494 , 0x6088e 1 , 0x60900b , 0x609c7e , 0x60aldf , Ox60adaa , 0x60b540 , 0x60b935 ,
0x60c277 , 0x60ce02 ,Ox60d6eB, 0x60da9d, 0x60e73c , 0x60eb49 , Ox60f3a3 ,0x60ffd6 ,
0x610641 , 0x610a34 , 0x61 12de , 0x611eab , 0x61230a , 0x612f7f , 0x613795 , 0x613be0 ,








Ox63466e , 0x634alb , 0x6352f 1 , Ox635a84 , 0x636325 , 0x636f 50 , 0x6377ba , Ox637bcf ,
0x638 13e , 0x638d4b , 0x6395al , 0x6399d4 . 0x63a475 , Ox63a600 , 0x63b0ea , 0x63bc9f ,
0x63c7dd , 0x63cba8 , 0x63d342 , 0x63df37 , 0x63e296, 0x63eee3 , 0x63f609 ,0x63fa7c ,
0x6404ca,0x6408bf ,0x641055,0x641c20,0x642181,0x642df4,0x64351o, 0x64396b,
0x644229 . 0x644e5c ,0x6456b6, 0x645ac3 ,0x646762,0x646bl7, 0x6473fd, 0x647f88 ,
0x643579 . 0x64890c ,0x6491e6, 0x649d93 , 0x64a032 ,0x64ac47, 0x64b4ad , 0x64b8d8 ,
0x64c39a , 0x64cfef ,0x64d705, 0x64db70 , 0x64e6dl , 0x64eaa4 , Ox64f24e , 0x64fe3b ,
0x6SO7ac , 0x650bd9 ,0x651333, 0x651f46 , 0x6522e7 , 0x652e92 . 0x653678 , 0x653a0d,
0x65414f , Ox654d3a ,Ox6555dO, 0x6559a5 , 0x656404 , 0x656871 , 0x65709b, 0x657cee ,
0x6S861f,0x658a6a,0x659280, 0x659ef5, 0x65a354,0x65af21,Ox65b7cb,0x6Sbbbe,
0x65c0fc,0x65ceS9,0x65d463,0x65d816,0x65o5b7,0x65e9c2,0x65fl28,0x65fd5d,
0x660206 , 0x660e73 , 0x661699 , 0x661aec , 0x66274d , 0x662b38 , 0x6633d2 , 0x663fa7 ,
0x6644e5 , 0x664890 , 0x66507a, 0x665c0f , 0x6661ao , 0x666ddb , 0x667531 ,0x667944,






0x67c630 , 0x67ca4S , Ox67d2af ,0x67deda, 0x67e37b, 0x67efOo , Ox67f7o4 , 0x67fb91 ,
0x6806fd,0x680a88, 0x681262, 0x681el7,0x6823b6,0x682fc3, 0x683729, 0x683b5c,
0x68401e, 0x684c6b, 0x685481,Ox6858f4,0x686555, 0x686920, 0x6871ca,0x687dbf,
0x68874e,0x688b3b,0x6893dl,0x689fa4,0x68a20510x68ae70,0x68b69a,0x68baef ,
0x68clad,Ox68cdd8,Ox68d532,0x6Bd947,Ox68e4e6,Ox68e893,0i68f079,0x68fc0c,
Ox690S9b , Ox6909ee , 0x691 104 , 0x69 ld7 1 , Ox6920dO , 0x692ca5 ,
Ox69344f , 0x69383a ,
0x694378 , 0x694fOd , 0x6957e7 , 0x695b92 , 0x696633 , 0x696a46 ,
0x6972ac , 0x697ed9 ,
0x698428 , 0x69885d ,0x6990b7, 0x699cc2 ,0x69al63,0x69adl6.
Ox69b5fc , 0x69b989 ,
0x69c2cb,0x69cebe,0x69d654,0x69da21,Ox69e780,0x69ebf51Ox69f31f,0x69ff6a,
0x6a0O31.0x6a0c44,0x6al4ae,Ox6alBdb,Ox6a257a,Ox6a29Of ,0x6a31e5,0x6a3d90,
0x6a46d2 , 0x6a4aa7 , Ox6aS24d , 0x6a5e38 , Ox6a6399 , 0x6a6fec ,
Dx6a7706 , 0x6a7b73 ,
0x6a8182,0x6a8df7,0x6a951d,0x6a996a,0x6aa4c9,0x6aa8bc,0x6ab056,0x6abc23,
0x6ac761,0x6acbl4,0x6ad3fe,0x6adf8b,0x6ae22a,0x6aee5f , 0x6af6b5,0x6afacO,
0x6bO357 , Ox6bOf22 ,0x6bl7c8, Ox6blbbd ,0x6b261c, 0x6b2a69 ,
0x6b3283 ,0x6b3ef6 ,
0x6b45b4,0x6b49cl,0x6b512b,0x6b5d5e,0x6b60ff ,0x6b6c8a,0x6b7460,0x6b7815,
0x6b82a4 , 0x6b8e91 ,0x6b967b,Ox6b9a0e ,0x6ba7af,
Ox6babda , 0x6bb330 , 0x6bbf45 ,
Ox6bc407 , 0x6bc872 ,Ox6bd09B,0x6bdced,0x6bel4c,



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































//uuuuforu( i-1 ;ui<253 ; ui++)u{
//uuuuuuuunextcoBb(23,2,a) ;
//uuuuuuuuteapu-uarr2int(a,2) ;








//uuuuuuuunttcomb(23 , 3 , a) ;
//LjuiJuuuuuteBpu"uar>:2int(a,3) ;
































//uubileu (a [j ]u"u<kj-uru*uj )
//uuuuuj i
//uuforu(iu-urjuiu>-uJiui~)

















0x00 , 0x01 , 0x02 , 0x03 , 0x04 , 0x05 , 0x06 , 0x07 ,





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































0x105000 ,Ox0020B2 , 0x00208 1 .0x002080 , 0x02C3OO , 0x040420, 0x008808 , 0x002084 ,
0x22000 1 , 0x220000 , Ox 1 10100 , 0x220002 , 0x003400 , 0x220004 , 0x008810 , 0x440200 ,
0x040640 , 0x220008 , 0x080600 ,0x002090 , 0x4 1CCB0 , 0x188000 , 0x204020 , OxOOl 140 ,
0x480000 , 0x480001 ,0x480002 , 0x004300 , 0x48COO4 , 0x040408 , 0x008820 ,0x121000,
0x480006 , 0x040404 , 0x030040 , 0x0020e0 , 0x040401 , 0x040400 , 0x2040 10 ,0x040402 ,
0x480010, 0x220020,0x041080. 0x008440, 0X1OC240,0x000980, 0x204008,0x092000,
OxOOalOO, 0x011200. 0x204004, 0x500800, 0x2C4O02, 0x040410, 0x204000,0x204001,
0x000600,0x000601, 0x000602, 0x108004, OxOOOS04,0x108002,0x108001,OxlOBOOO,
0x000606 , 0x005800 , 0x400030 , Ox2aOOOO , 0x02CCo0 , 0x012020 , 0x044100 , 0x106008 .
0x000610,0x082080,0x400028,0x010900,0x051000,0x424000,0x202040,0x108010,
0x400022,0x140040,0x400020.0x400021,0x063600,0x200500,0x400024,0x001280,
0x000620,0x060100,0x400018 ,0x0040c0, 0x284000,0x012008,0x021800, 0x108020,
0x400012,0x012004,0x400010.0x400011,0x012001,0x012000,0x400014,0x012002,
0x400008,0x209000,0x400006,0x400009,0x100180,0x000840,0x400000,0x000400,
0x400002 , 0x400003 , 0x400000 . 0x40000 1 , 0x40CO06 . 0x012010 , 0x400004 , 0x400005 ,
0x000640,0x610000, 0x0cO80O,OxO040a0, 0x020088,0x081100,0x202010, 0x108040,
0x020084 , Ox1400 10 , 0x019000 , 0x002300 , 0x02CO80 , 0x020081 , 0x020082 , 0x400cOO ,
OxOOc100 , 0x140008 . 0x202004 , 0x02 1400 , 0x202002 , Ox000a20 , 0x202000 , 0x202001 ,
0xl40001,0xl40000,0x4OOO60.0xl40002,0x02CO9O,0xl40004,0x202008,0x094000,
0x103000 , 0x004082 , 0x00408 1 . 0x004080 , 0x448000 , OxOOOalO , 0x010500 , 0x004084 ,
0x200900,0x088400, 0x400050, 0x004088,Ox02COaO, 0x012040, 0x180200, 0x241000,
OxObOOOO , 0x000a04 , 0x400048 . 0x004090 , OxOCCaO 1 , OxOOOaOO , 0x202020 , 0x000a02 ,
0x400042 , 0x140020 , 0x400040 , 0x40004 1 , 0x00S400 , Ox000a08 , 0x400044 , 0x028 100 ,
0x000680 , 0x082010 , 0x20 1 100 , 0x004060 , 0x02CO48 , 0x240800 , 0x490000 , Ox108080 ,
0x020044, 0x408100, 0x102800, 0x050400, 0x02CO40, 0x020041, 0x020042, 0x001210,
0x082001 , 0x082000 , 0x068000 , 0x082002 , Ox 100 1 20 , 0x082004 . 0x004c00 ,0x001208,
0x214000. 0x082008,Ox4000aO, 0x001204. Ox02CC50, 0x001202, 0x001201,0x001200,
0x018800, 0x004042, 0x004041, 0x004040,OxlCC 110, 0x401400, 0x042200,0x004044,
OxOc1000 , 0x300200 , 0x400090 , 0x004048 , Ox02CC0 , 0x012080 , 0x2OB400 , 0x080900 ,
0x100104, 0x082020,0x400068, 0x004050,Oxl :o 100,0x100101,0x100102, 0x230000,
0x400082, 0x020c00,0x40OOB0, 0x400081, OxlCC 108.Ox04c000, 0x400084, 0x001220,
0x02000c , 0x004022 . 0x004021 . 0x004020 , 0x02CO08 , 0x020009 , 0x02000a , 0x004024 ,
0x020004 , 0x020005 , 0x020006 , Ox00402B , Ox02CCOO , 0x020001 , 0x020002 , 0x020003 ,
0x401800,0x082040,0x110200,0x004030,0x020013,0x018400,0x202080,0x440100,
0x020014, 0x140080 .0x080500,0x208800, 0x02CC10,0x02001 1,0x020012, 0x001240,
0x004003 , 0x004002 , 0x00400 1 , 0x004000 , 0x020028 , 0x004006 , 0x004005 , 0x004004 ,
0x020024 , 0x00400a , 0x004009 , 0x004008 , Ox02CC20 , 0x020021 , 0x020022 , 0x00400c ,
0x240400,0x004012, 0x00401 1,0x004010,0x100 140,OxOOOaBO, 0x089000, 0x004014,
0x00a200 , 0x01 1100 , Ox4000cO , 0x004018 , 0x02CO30 , 0x680000 , 0x050800 , 0x102400 ,
0x000700.0x060020, 0x201080, 0x010610, 0x402S00, 0x081040, 0x044008, 0x108100,
0x190000 , 0x408080 , 0x044004 , 0x002240 , 0x044002 . 0x2004 10 , 0x044000 , 0x044001 ,
Ox00c040, 0x010602,0x010801, 0x010600, OxlOCCaO, 0x200408, 0x0aO200, 0x010804,
0x023000,0x200404,0x400120,0x010808,0x200-401,0x200400,0x044010,0x200402,
0x060001 , 0x060000 , OxOSaOOO , 0x060002 , Ox 10CO90 , 0x060004 , 0x010440 , 0x600200 ,
0x200840 , 0x060008 , 0x4001 10 , 0x101400 , OxOCS200 , 0x012100 , 0x044020 ,0x080880,
0x100084,0x060010,0x400108,0x010820,0x100080,0x100081,0x100082,0x007000,
0x400102, 0x084200, 0x400100,0x400101, 0X1CCC88, 0x200420,0x400104, 0xO2B040,
OxOOcOlO, 0x081004, 0x520000, 0x002208, Ox081D01,0x081000,0x010420, 0x061002,
0x200820 , 0x002202 , 0x00220 1 , 0x002200 , 0x020 1 SO , 0x061008 , 0x044040 . 0x002204 ,
0x00c000,0x00c001,0x0OcOO2, 0x010840,OxOOc504,0x081010,0x202100. OX4400BO,
OxOOcOOB, 0x140100,0x080480, 0x002210, 0x410200,0x200440.0x101800, 0x028020,
0x200806, 0x060040,0x010404, 0x004180, 0x010402, 0x081020,0x010400,0x010401,
0x200800, 0x200801, 0x200802, 0x002220, 0x2CCS04, 0x504000, 0x010408, 0x028010,
0x00cO20, 0x402400,0x041200, 0x360000, OxlCCOcO.OxOOObOO, 0x010410,0x028008,
0x200810, 0x01 1080, 0x400140, 0x028004, 0x0c2OO0, 0x028002, 0x028001, 0x028000,
0x201002,0x406008,0x201000,0x201001,0x100030,0x014200,0x201004,0x022400,
0x408001 , 0x408000 , 0x201008 ,0x408002, 0x02C 140 , 0x408004 , 0x044080 ,0x080820,
0x100024,0x082100, 0x201010,0x010880, OxlCO020,0x100021, 0x100022, 0x440040,
Ox040a00, 0x408010, 0x080440,0x124000,0xlCCO28,0x200480,OxOlaOOO, 0x001300,
0x100014, 0x060080, 0x201020, 0x004140,0x100010,0x100011, 0x100012,0x080806,
0x006400 , 0x408020 , 0x030200 , 0x080804 , Ox 1CCC 1 8 , 0x080802 , 0x080801 , 0x060800 ,
0x100004, 0x100005,0x100006, 0x008600,OxlCCOOO,0x100001,0x100002, 0x100003,
0x10000c, 0x01 1040,0x400180, 0x242000,OxlCCCOB.0x100009,0x10000a, 0x080810,
0x052000, OxlOOcOO,0x201040, 0x004120, 0x020 106, 0x081080,OxOOSaOO. 0x440010,
0x020104, 0x408040,0x080410, 0x002280,Ox02C100, 0x020101, 0x020102, 0x310000,
OxOOcOSO , 0x220200 , 0x080408 , 0x440004 , Ox 1CCO60 , 0x440002 , 0x440001 , 0x440000 ,
0x080402, 0x01 1020 , 0x080400 , 0x080401 , 0x0201 10 , 0x006800 , 0x080404 , 0x440008 ,



























a.HaeqA . SetState (uulSeedOu) ;




























una lgnecLjlonguGe tState(uintuiVhichHsequ) ;
voiduSetState(uUnaigaedulonguulSeedOluun3ignedulonguulSeedlu) ,
charuGetNextBitO;


























CKeyFileWnter : ; "CKeyFileWriterO




uuuuCObject: : Ser iali:o(LJarchivu) ;











































































































































































































































































































strcpy (uvar.nanie , uB. var.naiaeu) ;
ifu(array)udolete(array) ;
axrayu-unawudoubleu[rowsu*ucola] ;












strcpy (uB . var.name , uvar_nanieu) ;



















































/ /uNowuiai tymatrixutOutheseuvalues ;
charusubstring[100] ;

































uutemp. zeros (cols, rows) ;
uuforu( intuJu"ul ; uju<"urows ;uj++)u{
ljUuuioru("'tuiu"ul;uiu<',ucola;ui+',')Lj{









uuteap.zeros (cols, rows) ;
uufocu(mtuju-ul:uju<-urow3;uj++)u'C
uuuuforu(intuiu"ul;uiu<'ucol3;ui++)u{











































uu^emp, zeros (cols, rows) ;
Lfljforu(intuju-ul[uJu<-urowB;uj++)u{
uuuuiru(intuiu"ul;uiu<"uCol8iUi++)u{















uuteap . zeros (cola , rows) ;
uu'ru( intuju~ul ;uju<"urows ; uj++ )u{
uuuuioru(iatuiu-ul;uiu<-ucols;ui++)u{















































uutemp. zeros (m.sizexO ,ua.sizey()) .
uuforu(intuju-ul;uju<-uB-aizey();uJ*+)u'{
uuuuloru(intuiu-ul:uiu<-ua.Bizex() ;ui+-Ou{












uutemp. zeros (a. sizex() ,uB-sizey()) ,
uuioru(intuju~ul iuju<-uB. sizey() ;ui*+)j{
uuuuforudntuiu-uljuiu^'ua.sizexO ;ui**)u{


















foru(intuiu"ul i uiu<"uCols ; ui++)
{























































































uuCHatriXuuoperatoru-u(doubleua) ;ulrjuuuuuljuuuuuuui i/A taubi .scalar, .from, ,aa. .term;
uuCHatrixL^operatoru*u(doubleu3);uuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuu//uaulu8caJ.arutoueachutarm;
uuCHatriXuu0Peratoru/u(doubleu3) ;uuLAAjuuuuuuuuuuuu//udivuaachutarmubyuscalar;
uuCHatriluuut;0 ; uijuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuuijuuuu^ ;
uuchar*unaae ( )utureturnuvar.name; u}
uuvoiduset.name (charuname)u{ustrcpy(var_name,uname) ;u)
uuvoiduzerosdntusizex.uintusizey) ; uuu. n.a n uu n h n jj//uinxti .matrix, ito, ,0 ;
uuvoiduuonesdntuaizex.uintusizey) ;uLfuuuuxjuuuuuuu//uinituBatrixutoul ;
uuVOiduuuBet(intui,uintuJ .udoubleuk) ;















































































































































































































































































































































unsignedulonguCRandoB2D : : CetUmqueRandom(intu*x ,uintu*y)
<

















































































































































































































































































































































































//ulnsertutheupoint . . .
B_pPointHash->SetAtu(urani:,,:|B.GotRandoB() ,upointu) ;
//u . itsuInverse . . .
CPointuinvPoint;
invPoint .Xu-uP"int^y-
invPoint . yu-upoiat x '
m_pPointHash->SetAtu(urajidom.CetRandom() ,uinvPointu) ;
//u. . .ltSunegativeuyupar*061"-
point . yu-u-l 'point . y ;
B._pPointHash->SetAtu(urandoB.GetRandoB() ,upointu) ;
//u. duitsuinveraeunegativeuyupartner.




















































































































u{uOxFF , uOxFE , u0xFC , u0xF8 ,















































































































TRACE(u"CRCuPasaed ! Hu) ;
bDecodedu-uTRUE;
}













































































































































































































































































































































































//uSSHark . h:uinterfaceuforutheuCSSHarkucla3B .
//
/iiiiiiiimiimuiimuuuminititmitituiiiiiuumiimuu
Sifuidefined(AFX_SSHARK_H_.4E08C420_9166_HD3_812F_B925DC7BBF66__lNCLUDED_)
SdefineuAFX_SSHARK_H__4E08C420.9168_llD3_B12F_B925DC7BBF66._INCLUDED_
Siacludeu'aatrix.b" //uAddedubyuClaa8View
Sifu_MSC_VERu>ul00O
Spragmauonce
Sendifu//u-MSC_VERu>ulOOO
#includeu<afxtempl ,h>
couatuiatuSS.DEFAULT.SCALEu-uSCO ;
coastuiatuSS_DEFAULT_STRENGTHu-u5 ;
con3tuCStringuSS_HESSAGE_KEYu-Li"DefaultuHeaBttge";
conatuCStringuSS_STRENGTH_KEYu-u"DefaultuStrength";
con8tuCStringuSS_SCALE_KEYu"u"DefaultuScale";
clas3uCSSHarkuu:uPublicuC0bjoct
{
public :
BOOLuB.bColayHelped ;
intuCetStrengthO ;
intuCetMatrixScale() ;
CStringuGetHarkO;
BOOLuCetWaterBark(uGIaageu*iBageu) .
voiduSetHatrixScale (uintuiHatrixScaleu) !
voiduSetStreagth(uintuiStrangthu) ;
BOOLuSetWatermark(uCImageu*image ,uCStringuBessage.uBOOLubUBeLastFFTu-uFALSEu) ;
voiduSerialize(CArchiveutorchive) ;
CSSHarkO;
virtualu-CSSHark();
private:
unsigneduintuB.uiPacketCRC;
1onguB. 1Me8sageLength ;
unsigneduintuB.uiHessageCRC;
CStringua.azCaeckMark;
CStringuB.szWi adorn ;
CStringuB.szHark;
intuB.iReviBion;
unsignedulonguB.ulSeedl;
unsignedulonguB.ulSeedO;
intuB.iMeaaageBits ;
BOOLuDecodeSpreadSpectirumHessageCuCHatriXuAtbeOBega^atrix.uCStringuAszHark.uBOOLublavertLogiCu-uFALSEu);
voidusetPoint(uintuX,uintuyu) ;
intuB.iHatrixScale;
CHatriXutheBitVector;
CHatriXuCreateSpreadSpectrumHessage(uCStringu*3zHarku);
// CArrayu<CPoint,uCPoint>um_PointArray;
CObArray n.PointArray;
doubleuB.dStrength ;
protected:
DECLARE.SERIALCuCSSHarku)
};
108
Sendifu//u'defined(AFX.SSHARK_H__4E08C420_9168.11D3_ai2F.B925DC7BBF66__INCLUDED.)
109
